
Phys525:  
Quantum Condensed Matter Physics: Quantum Criticality 

Basics, Dynamics and Topological criticality 
 
 

Episode 12: 
 Application: z=2 free particle/Strong  interacting fixed points in BHM and 

in Quantum gases etc 

 



RG flows (i.e. scale transformation) of a scalar model : 
Scale Symmetric Wilson-Fisher F.P. (d+1<4)









Homework SET 3 (due March 15, 2021)


During the lectures 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, we introduced scale symmetries, scale transformation and 
renormalization equations. We also briefly discussed the implications on QCPs in the BHM. in 
this homework set, you will have the opportunities to fill in some of the small gaps in my 
lectures so to better understand how things work. All calculations in similar studies require 
knowledge of QFT although I will try o formulate the problem in a way that you can approach 
the conclusions with minimal knowledge and minimal analysis. 


Q1: In this problem, we are going to under the QCP in BHM using the RGEs in QFT. Some of 
these discussions will be very useful when we discuss quantum dynamics near QCPs.


1) Using the momentum-frequency shell approach outlined in 6A and 6B, find out the 
renormalized Larangian explicitly in (2+1)D  after performing the integration over the fields 
within the shell. Expressed your result in the linear order of the width of the shell and in the 
leading non-vanishing order of g.
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Example: Phase diagram of p+ip spinless SF

A: Free Fermion; B: Wilson-Fisher/Free boson; C: Majorana  class 
g*:  QCP of SO(2,1) CFT. 

Yang, Jiang and FZ, 2019


